
 

Good Day To You, 

Thank you for taking your time to read this proposal. My name is Josefa Tuberi, i am a Fiji Island National 

working with an Asset Management and Investment firm in England. I have an obscured business 

proposal for you. Sometime in 2004 when i was at our London Branch i was made to be an Account 

Officer to a certain medical consultant/contractor to the Brazilian Government and a Brazilian national 

by name Dr. Roberto Correa Chem whom made a numbered time Investment (Fixed) Deposit for 5 years, 

valued at £20,450,000.00 which as at today after its due date in October 2009 amounted to 

£29,686,059.29. This investment had since matured and has been lying in our Branch reserve for the 

past few months now and under the laws and regulations regarding such deposits, if it is unclaimed after 

one year it will be turned over to the Government purse. 

Upon maturity several notices were sent to him and no response was gotten. Then early this year, as his 

personal account officer in charge of managing the account, i called his office Telephone that i usually 

reach him on sometime ago and was told that Dr. Roberto Correa Chem and his family died in the ill-

fated Air France Flight 447 which crashed in the Brazilian coast on June 2, 2009 on its way to Paris from 

Rio de Janerio. And when Dr. Roberto Correa Chem was making this deposit he did confided in me that 

the money was giving to him to conceal by some top powerful and corrupt government officials in Brazil 

pending when their tenure in government expires for him to give it back to them with an agreed 

percentage for him, since he was an international figure, but they do not actually know the exact bank 

he had deposited the money. And wanted it anonymous. 

So against this backdrop, I will like you as a foreigner to stand in as the next of kin to Dr. Roberto Correa 

Chem so that you will be able to receive this fund. As an insider in the firm and the last account officer i 

will use all powers accrued to me as the account officer to this particular deposit to ensure that you 

secure the necessary approval needed by my firm to release the £29,686,059.29 to you. Because before 

the funds will be released to you, they will seek my consent. 

So if you are interested and serious in partnering with me and in financing this life changing deal to its 

logical conclusion, then do get back to me on  josefatuberi@hotmail.nl  so that we can discuss and make 

progress. 

Yours, 

Josefa Tuberi. 


